Generalizing earlier results of Katriiiak, EI-Assar and the present author we prove new structure theorems for i-algebras. We obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for the decomposition of an arbitrary bounded lattice into a direct product of (finitely) subdirectly irreducible lattices.
Introduction
It is well known that geometric lattices are direct products of subdirectly irreducible geometric lattices. This result naturally involves the question: 'Under what conditions a lattice L can be decomposed into a direct product of subdirectly irreducible lattices?' In [11] the author of this paper proved: 1 THEOREM 1.1. Let L be a C}-generated algebraic lattice. Then the following are equivalent: (i) L is a direct product of subdirectly irreducible lattices.
(ii) L enjoys property (PCC) and Con L is an atomic Stone lattice.
We say that a congruence distributive algebra A enjoys property (PCC), if any complemented congruence of A permutes with its complement.
Katrinak and EI-Assar investig~ted a similar problem [8] , for congruence distributive algebras. One of their important results is the following:
THEOREM1.2 ([8, Theorem 11 (iii))). Let A be a congruence distributive algebra with a strong centre and enjoying property (PCC). Then Con A is (atomic and) completely Stonean if and only if A is a finite direct product of finitely subdirectly irreducible (subdirectly irreducible) algebras.
In [8] they applied their results to the class of so called l-algebras (see Definition 2.4 (iii)) too.
Comparing the above two results, it seems that Theorem 1.1 can be valid in a more general context. Our main result can be considered as a common generalization of Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 for l-algebras. This is the following: THEOREM1.3. Let 5t' be an l-algebra. Then ( 
1) 5t' is a direct product offinitely subdirectly irreducible l-algebras if and only if 5t' enjoys property (PCC), Con 5t' is a Stone lattice and the underlying lattice L is weakly central-complete with an atomic center. (2) 5t' is a direct product of subdirectly irreducible l-algebras if and only if 5t' enjoys property (PCC), Con 5t' is an atomic Stone lattice and the underlying lattice L is weakly central-complete.
Since any bounded lattice is a particular l-algebra, Theorem 3.1 can be also applied to bounded lattices.
The proof of this theorem can be found in Section 5. The preliminary notions and some technical results are contained in Section 2. In Section 3 we deal with product decompositions of congruence distributive algebras. The principal result of this section is Theorem 3.1, which will prove a useful tool in our development. In Section 4 we prove a necessary and sufficient condition for the decomposition of an arbitrary bounded lattice into a direct product of directly indecomposable lattices. In Sections 6 and 7 we apply Theorem 1.3 to certain classes of l-algebras and complete lattices.
Preliminaries
Let 0 and 1 stand for the least and the greatest element of a bounded lattice L. The principal ideal and the principal filter generated by an x E L will be denoted by (x] and [.x;),respectively. A bounded lattice L is called atomic if for any x E L, x -:P 0 the interval [0, x] contains at least one atom of L.
a is complemented and for all x, y E L the sublattice generated by {a, x, y} is distributive. [3] The direct decomposition of I-algebras 43
The central elements of a (bounded) lattice L form a Boolean sublattice of L denoted by Cen(L). A complement of an element a E L (if it exists) is denoted by a.
For any c E Cen(L), we define the relation Let (S, /\,0, 1) denote a bounded meet-semi lattice. Then to every element a E S we assign a congruence 'Pa as follows:
Let ff(S) stand for the lattice of all filters of S. An element a E S is called central
is a central element of ff(S). Cen(S) is our notation for the set of central element of S. If (S, /\, v, 0, 1) is bounded lattice, then it is easy to check that the central elements of the semi lattice (S, /\,0,1) and of the lattice (S, /\, v, 0,1) are the same. Now we have 'Pc = Be for all C E Cen(S). DEFINITION 2.4. Let (S, /\, 0, 1) be a bounded meet-semilattice.
(i) We say that an n-ary operation f : sn -+ S is centre-preserving
(ii) An algebra (S, /\,0, 1, F), where F is a set of operations defined on S, is called an algebra with a strong
is an algebra with a strong centre and (L, /\, v, 0,1) is a bounded lattice.
The best known examples of I-algebras are bounded lattices, p-algebras, ortholattices (bounded lattices together with the orthocomplementation operation) and Heyting algebras. Implicative semi lattices and p-semilattices (these are bounded semi lattices with pseudocomplementation) are examples for algebras with a strong centre which are not I-algebras in general. (For details see [8] .) Clearly, any I-algebra is congruence distributive and the factor congruences of an I-algebra and of its underlying lattice L coincide. Thus an I-algebra .!£ is directly indecomposable if and only if its underlying lattice L is directly indecomposable. These facts together with Lemma 2.3 lead us to the following: 
We write e = DiE! ei or () = (),x ... x ()n (when I = (I, ... , n}).
(ii) For any () = DiE! ()i E Con A and any 0/ = DiE! o/i E Con A we have
Let ker 1Ci denote the kernel congruence of the natural projection 1Ci: 
whence AjEI (e* V ker lrj)~e*. Thus we get e* = AjEI (e* v ker lrj) and in view of Lemma 2.7 this means that e* is a product congruence.
(ii) We have therefore TIiEI ();*~()*. Further, in view of the above (i), ()* is of the form()* = TIiEI f3i
lEI lEI whence we get ()i 1\ f3i = 6i providing that f3i~();*for all i E I. Hence
Summarizing, we obtain ()* = TIiEI ();*.
(iii) We have () t ker nio for some io E I, otherwise we would get
a contradiction. Since /\;E/\{iol ker ni is the complement of ker nio in Con A, we have
We claim that cp is a product congruence.
Clearly, we have cp v ker ni = ker ni for all i E I \ Uo} and
Now, we can write: Further, observe that in order to prove that Ai is finitely subdirectly irreducible, it is enough to show that 6.i is a meet-irreducible element of Con Ai. Assume that there are ((J, () E Con Ai such that ((J =1= 6. i , () =1= 6. i and ((J /\ () = 6. i . Then we have ()* =1= Vi and ()* ::: '((J > 6.i· The latter relation implies ()** =1= Vi and we also have ()** ::: () > 6. i . Thus we get ()*, ()** if. {6. i , vd. Since Con Ai is a Stone lattice, we get that ()* and ()** are complements of each other. As Ai obeys (PCC), ()* and ()** permute. Thus they form a factor congruence pair of Ai, so we have Ai~A;/()* x A;/()**. Since none of these two factor algebras are trivial, we get that Ai is directly decomposable, a contradiction. Therefore 6.i is meet-irreducible, providing that Ai is finitely subdirectly irreducible.
Assume now that Con A is an atomic lattice, then Con Ai is also atomic (as we have already seen), and let a be an atom of it. Since 6.i is meet-irreducible, we have () /\ a = a for all () E Con Ai \ {6.i}, whence we get that a~() for all [8] f) E Con Ai, f) ¥= 6.i. Thus PROOF. In view of the above cited theorem of [8] our proof is quite similar to the proof of Proposition 3.4. In addition we have only to prove that a congruence distributive algebra A = n;=1 Ai with all Ai simple is congruence permutable. Since now any f) E Con A is of the form f) = n;=1 f)i E Con A with f)i E {6.i, 'Vi}, this assertion is obvious. D REMARK 3.6. As any l-algebra is congruence distributive with a strong centre, Propositions 3.4 and 3.5 also apply to the case of l-algebras. We note that Proposition 3.5 generalizes Dilworth's result from [2] . [9] An elementp~L 
LAttices which Aredirect products of directly indecomposAble lAttices
The difficulty to apply Theorem 3.1 to obtain product decompollitionll of l=algebrall (where the decompollition mAy contAin An infinite number of fActorll)ill that we do not even know under whAtconditionll AnarbitrAry l'AIgebrACAnbe written all Adirect product of directly indecompouble I=AIgebras. In view of Corollary 2.S lIuch a direct decomposition of an I=AIgebraexillts if and only if the underlying lAttice is A direct product of directly indecomposable lattices. Therefore in thill lIection we shall elltab1illhAnecessary And lIufficient condition (Theorem 4.2) for the existence of the Abovementioned direct decompollition of bounded lAttices.
The following notion will plAYAnimportant role in our invelltiaAtion. ObviouslYI Anycomplete lattice and Anybounded lAttice whose center contains A finite number of Atoms is weakly central·complete. The following theorem clArifies the role of the Abovenotion.
TlmOR~M4.2. L~t L b~a bound~d nontriviallattic~. Th~n th~followin8 asst!rtions al'@~quival~nt:
(I) L~niel Li with dil'@ctlyind~composabl~(nontrivial) Li 's.
(U) Cen(L) is an atomic lattic~, L is w~t1kly ct!ntrtll·compl~t~and.for any s~t of l~m~nts Cj~Cen(L), j~J th~1'@ is a u~Cen(L) such that /vel tlC1 •••tiN'
PROOf!. (1) To prove that f is onto, take a y = (Yi)iEI E DiEI (a;]. Since Yi~ai, i E I and since L is weakly central-complete, the join z = ViEI Yi exists in L. We claim that
On the other hand we can write:
Since Cen(L) is infinitely distributive, we have
Now Yk~ak implies that z 1\ ak~Yk. Thus z 1\ ak = Yk for all k E I, whence we get
providing that f is onto. Hence the map f is an isomorphism and this completes the proof. 0
The proof of main theorem
To present the proof of Theorem 1.3 we need some essential remarks on the Boolean part of a pseudocomplemented lattice.
If L is a pseudocomplemented lattice, then the set {x ELI x** = x} is called the PROOF.(i) Let e E Con A be an atom. We claim that e** is an atom of B(Con A). Really, let a < f3 = f3**~e** and a is an atom of B(Con A), a =I=-e implies a 1\ e = 6.. Therefore, 6. = 6.** = (a 1\ e)·* = a*· 1\ e** = a*·, a contradiction. Now a = e and it follows f3** = e**, proving that e** is an atom of B (Con A). Now, take any ({J E B(Con A). As Con A is atomic, there exists an atom e E Con A such that e~({J, whence we get e**~({J**= ({J.
(ii) Since Con A is a pseudocomplemented distributive lattice, for any factor congruence e E Con A we have e· = e and (e)* = (8) = e, that is e** = e. Hence e E B(ConA).
Conversely, take any e E B (Con A). As Con A is a Stone lattice and e = e**, we can write: e ve* = e** ve* = V', therefore e and e*are the complements of each other. Now property (PCC) implies eo e* = e* 0 e, providing that e is a factor congruence of A. D
We note that the above result (ii) is contained in [8] in an implicit form.
PROOFOFTHEOREM1.3. Let .:t' = (L, 1\
, v, 0, 1, F) be an l-algebra such that .:t' = niEI.!£; with.!£; = (Li. 1\, v, 0,1, F) , all.!£;, i E I being finitely subdirectly irreducible. Since finitely subdirectly irreducible algebras are directly indecomposable and any l-algebra is congruence distributive, we can apply Theorem 3.1 and this gives that .:t' enjoys property (PCC) and Con.:t' is a Stone lattice. Moreover, if all .!£; are subdirectly irreducible then Theorem 3.1 gives in addition that Con.:t' is atomic. By Corollary 2.5 we have L = niEI Li with directly indecomposable Li's. Now Theorem 4.2 implies that L is a weakly central-complete lattice with an atomic center. Thus we have verified the 'only if' part for both of assertions (1) and (2). Now we prove the converse implications. Let.:t' = (L, 1\, v, 0,1, F) be an l-algebra satisfying property (PCC) and such that L is weakly central-complete and Con.:t' is a Stone lattice. Take Cj E Cen(L), j E J; then the congruences e Cj , j E J are factor congruences of L and thereby of the whole algebra.:t'. Thus, in view of Lemma 5.1 (ii), we have e Cj E B(Con.:t') for all j E J. Since B(Con 2') is a complete I\-subsemilattice of Con 2', we get
I\E'()Cj
E B(Con2'). Using Lemma 5.1 (ii) again we obtain that !\jE,()ej is a factor congruence of the algebra 2', and so it is a factor congruence of the lattice L. Therefore, there is an element U E Cen(L) such that Let us observe also, that the map Vr : () f---+ ()c in this case is a Cen (L) -+ B (Con 2') isomorphism.
Indeed, in view of Remark 2.2 and Corollary 2.5 Vr is an injective homomorphism and the above argument gives that any () E B (Con 2') is of the form get that all 2;, i E I are finitely subdirectly irreducible, completing the proof of (1).
Case ( (ii) We note that in [8] it is also proved (see [8, Theorem 6 (i) ]) that Cen(2') is finite whenever 2' obeys (PCC) and Con 2' is completely Stonean. Since Cen(L) = Cen(2'), in this case Cen(L) is atomic and L is weakly central-complete.
Applications to certain classes of I-algebras and lattices
In [8] PROOF.Take any cp E Con L. We only have to prove cpo = ew('P'), and then the statement of the proposition follows by applying Corollary 6.2.
Let us show first that cpo~ew('P')' Clearly, ew('P') vew('P') = "h. As Thus it is sufficient to verify that cpo /\ e w(",') = c:,. L.
Contrary, suppose that there exist a, bEL, a < b such that (a, b) E cpo /\ ew('P')' Since L is section semi complemented, there is a u E L,°< u~b such that a /\ u = 0. Then (0, u) E cpo /\ ew('P')' so we get (0, u) E cpo and u~w(cp"). Now (0, u) E cpo gives u~w(cp"), whence we obtain that u~w(cp") /\ w(cp") = 0, a contradiction.
Further, we have to show that ew('P')~cp". If it is not the case, then there exist c, d E L, c < d such that (c, d) E ew('P') /\ cpo As L is dually section semicomplemented, there is a vEL, Hence we conclude that cpo = ew('P')' and this completes the proof.
o
